
Enabling Remote 

Learning from Home



Agenda:

❑ Sign in to office 365 and install the app

❑ Create a team (class) and explain how to use templates.

❑ Add members by creating a code ,adding students 

manually or through a link.

❑ Explain the meaning of channels and create a 

discussion channel

❑ Explain the files tab 

❑ How to use assignment Tab 

❑ How to activate office Hours through Chat Tab



Sign in to office 365 and install the app



Free and provides a consistent cross-device experience

Tablet

iPhone Android

Phone

Desktop

OS X 10.11+

Windows Linux

Browsers

Edge

Chrome

Safari

Download aka.ms/GetTeams

http://aka.ms/GetTeams


Create a class-type team 

Step 1:



Create a class-type team 

Step two.:



Create a class-type team 
Step three.



Create a collaborative and interactive space



How to benefit from  Template



How to benefit from  Template



How to benefit from Template



Add students to class

Self-managed through :



Add students to class

Self-managed through :



Add students to class

Self-managed through :



Add students to the class - student interface

Self-managed through :



Add students to class - teacher interface

Self-managed through :



Add students to class - teacher interface

Self-managed through :



Add students to class - teacher interface

Self-managed through :



Add students to class - teacher interface

Self-managed through :



Add students to the class - student interface

Self-managed through :



Send an ad and deal with channels

1.Send content to students in the form of an 

ad

2.Explain the meaning of channels (specifying 

powers) 

3.Create a discussion channel



Send conversations through the public channel



Explain the meaning of channels (specifying powers) 



Create a discussion channel



Dealing with files

1. Add content in the Files Tab



Dealing with files



Preparing duties

1. Create an assessment of  type “Quiz” and 

benefit from the artificial intelligence. 

2. Create an assessment of  type  

“Assessment “and add the correction ladder.

3. Schedule the assessment.





















Essay homework (type of assignment)









The solution of duty on the student's side

1. Solving the quiz assessment.

2. Solving the assessment.





Real Demo



Correct assignments and get an analysis of the 

results

1. Give feedback to an assesment.

2. Correct the essay assignment.

3. Get an analysis of the results.





Correcting the assessmnet





Q&A

V-sojarj@microsoft.com




